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After the initial success of Quantum Inverse Prohlem for the nonlinear

Schriidinger equation , various , modifications of the original

methodology have heen attempted to apply the technique to other nonlinear

systems. One of the most important nonlinear systems which has obtained immense

physical relevance is that of Heisenberg Spin Chain (HSC). The Russian school led by
2)

Professor L.D, Faddeev has already showed that the Quantum Inverse Spectral

Method (QISM) gives good results far the HSC. Later Faddeev and Takhtajan did

the analysis for the Anisotropic case known in the literature as XYZ model

But In the case of the isotropic or anisotropic HSC, their treatment was

restricted to the purely discrete case, that is the lattice model. Later Zhao

applied the QISM to the continuous version of HSC with isotropy . Recently,

continuous models of HSC with uniaxial anisotropy have been shown to possess a

lax pair through the prolongation approach of Whalquist and Estabrook .

Here we have tried to formulate the Q.ISM for this continuous form of anisotropic

Heisenberg spin chain. We have explicitly determined the structure of the

R-matrix, the connection rules for the scattering data and hence the

excitation spectrum.
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ABSTRACT

We have considered t h e Quantum Inverse problem for the continuous form

of I.eisenberg sp in chain w i th an i so t ropy . The form of quantum R-matr ix , t he

commutation ru les for the s ca t t e r i ng da ta , and the exp l i c i t s t r uc tu r e of tho

exc i t a t i on spectrum are obtained.
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The equation governing the dynamics of Heisenberg Ferromagnetic System

with un iax ia l anisotropy i s wr i t ten as

( 1 )

for which the x-part of the lax pair is

A (A) S3

= L Y =
(2 )

2 -M 1/2
where A(x) = {X - J3} , A being the spectral parameter and 6 heing the

parameter representing uniaxial anisotropy. In Eqs. (l) and (2), S.(x) (i = 1,2,3)

represents the spin variables at the position x. To proceed with the quantum

inverse problem we firstly discretize the space coordinate x following the

technique given by Faddeev et al. Then the lax, £q, (2)f is equivalent to the

discrete linear problem;
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Mw, = L,
(3)

with

1.-11

Xrv

Tt is to be noted that these spin operators at the n-th lattice site

satisfy the rule;

,- I ' ^ jut -

Keeping in mind Eq. (5) we construct the tensor product

1+A(AU)+A<u)}p 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1-A(AU)+A(y))

(6)

where we have assumed that ( l ) , ̂ S o) > "*" 0 as n -> » and ^s^Cx))-* p

One caji similarly evaluate ti:« tensor product in the reverse order L (

and use these to solve for the quantum n(X,y) matrix from the following

equfit ion;

L>, Q,) R (7)

From Eq. (7) we immediately observe that E(X,y) has the following

structure :

I

O

o

o

O 0

o
where

and

(8)

(9)

Now after the determination of the quantum R(X,y) matrix, the important step

is to determine the commutation rules for the scattering data. Before

deriving these let us comment that our R-matrix (given t>y Eq, (8)) goes to

the known R-matrix of the isotropic Heisenberg spin chain as the anisotropy

parameters £ goes to zero.

3. COMMUTATION RULES OF THE SCATTERING DATA

The commutation rules for the scattering matrix elements are obtained

from the definition of the scattering data

TOO =

and the property

R

(10)

(11)
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If we denote the explicit form of T(x) as

Then Eq. (11) yields;

7 2 ,

along with

(12)

Since in the Init ial formulation of our R-matrix we have assumed asymptotic

boundary condition, we must follow i t in the contraction of the physical

states or excitation spectrum of the system. To do that let us define the

—Try term) in the Gel'fand-
EL I. A )

analogue of reflection coefficient (in the

Levitan equation, s,s:

riz(*y (13)

Then from the equations in (12) we deduce tha t :

T,;

which is nothing but the commutation rule with the operator R defined in (13)

and can be written as:

also we can easily prove that

-5-

(15)

Lastly we also have the important relation:

(16)

h. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PHYSICAL STATES

For the determination of the exci ta t ion spectrum i t i s f i r s t of a l l

necessary to f ix up the pseudo vacuum. To do tha t l e t us again r ecap i t u l a t e

the form of L : (given in M

1+ A A A
u -

5~n
o vacuand denote the n- th pseudo vacuum as |tu y having the p rope r t i e s :

OJ y

and

The transfer operator L does possess the property that

I O

The triangular nature of the resultant matrix immediately suggests that the

scattering matrix: T(X) defined via

jr L-
do possess the same properties. That is we can define the physical states by

the following rules:

T1 2IV = 0

(one particle state)

(destruction operator)



Furthermore, to keep the analogy with the classical inverse problem It i£

ys better to -jse the operator

rather than T HE the creation operator. So we can immediately Bay that

an n-p'irti'-le state is

= Rifa

Here the parameters u. denote the momenta of the particular excitation state.

From the basic corrmutatioi: rules (lU) we can easily deduce the eigenvalue or

energy oT sucn an excitation to be

that the energy E is given as:

()

In our above computations we have applied the technique of 3,ISM to the

problem of continuous anisotropic Ileisenberg spin chain. Up till now this

problem risis been dealt with only in (.he purely discrete ca;-.e (the famous

XYK problem.) But our discussion has shown that it Is not possible to apply

the existing QJSM procedure to nil the models of HSC with different types

of uniaxial anisotropy. We have not given the details of th:l s computation

in the body of the paper ay we would j ike to elaborate on this problem in A

future paper. But here we only mention some main points. The other anisotropic

HSE equation is written as:

ii, =

-T-

whose lax equation is:

St 'A

r
5, - i" A y

Unfortunately, if we apply the same procedure as above the R(X,M) cannot t>e

determined, due to some inconsistent relation arising between A(X) and

B(X), B(X) being given as B(X) = (X + l+ir) ' . Furthermore, the action of

on |uin̂ > Is not triangular so it is not possible to define the vacuum state

as simply as before. These problems are now under Investigation and will

be reported In future.
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